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Marine Carpet

Use this installation and maintenance guide for the following products:
EAN (Barcode)             Product         Size             Code     Colour
9324223000540    EILDON   2 m   276  Charcoal
9324223000564    EILDON   2 m   431   Denim
9324223000571    EILDON   2 m    465   Green
9324223000588    EILDON   2 m   490   Clinker
9324223000595    EILDON   2 m   501   Beige
9324223000557    EILDON   2 m   435   Blue
9324223000830    HAWKSBURY      2 m   276   Charcoal
9324223000854    HAWKSBURY      2 m   431   Denim
9324223003244    BAYSIDE   2 m   8018   Camel
9324223003251    BAYSIDE   2 m   8050   Green
9324223003268    BAYSIDE   2 m   8025   Grey
9324223003350    BALCONY   1.3 m   601   Green
9324223003367    BALCONY   2 m   601   Green
9324223002261    TOPDECK   2m   3025  Grey
9324223002278    TOPDECK  2m   3040  Blue
9324223002285    TOPDECK   2m   3020  Charcoal
9324223002254    TOPDECK   2m   3051  Green
9324223002018    TOPDECK   2 m   3004   Sand
9324223002025    TOPDECK   2 m   3042   Dark Blue

INSTALLATION:
  Make a plan of your area to scale, preferably on graph paper.  It is then necessary to  
  determine the best quantity of carpet to cover the area and the direction the sheet(s) 
  should run.

  Plan your area so that seams are not in high traffic areas, all carpet sheets run in the  
  same direction, adjoining sheets (seams) are to overlap by approx 5cm (to be cut and 
  glued) and that approx 5cm runs up each wall or fixture (the carpet can be trimmed 
  back once it is fixed in place and has stabilized - if not fixed with adhesive the carpet can 
  contract when temperatures decrease).

  The carpet surface can become slippery if completely saturated with water or surface 
  puddling occurs. Ensure the area has sufficient drainage gradients.

OVERLAPPING SEAMS:
  The factory cut edges of the carpet may be slightly rough and the sheet can run slightly  
  left or right over lengths of 7 - 10 metres or more.  

  We therefore recommend that allowance be made to overlap adjoining sheets and that  
  the overlap be ‘Double Cut’ and fixed to give a clean well butted seam.  Seams in the   
  carpet should always be fixed with adhesive (7cm each side of the seam) so that the carpet  
  sheets will not pull apart due to temperature variations
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Marine Carpet

MAT INSTALLATIONS:
  The carpet can be loose laid as a mat on rough or textured surfaces.  Check for stability 
  (slip / slide) before leaving unattended in a traffic way.  Alternatively, mats can be held fast  
  with double-sided tape, hook and loop tabs, press studs or removable trim bars.

OTHER INSTALLATIONS:
  Shaded Indoors (semi-permanent) - the perimeter and diagonally across the body can  
  be fixed with double-sided tape.  Adhere the seams with a multi purpose indoor carpet  
  adhesive & 2.5 – 3mm notched trowel.

  Indoors / Semi Exposed (permanent) - the whole carpet is fixed using a multi purpose  
  indoor carpet adhesive & 2.5 – 3mm notched trowel.

  Outdoors (semi permanent) - perimeter and diagonally across the body can be fixed   
  with outdoor quality double-sided tape. Alternatively, the perimeter can be fixed with
  an edge capping of timber or aluminium trim bars.  Adhere the seams with outdoor   
  waterproof carpet adhesive.

  Outdoors / Exposed (permanent) - the whole carpet is fixed using an outdoor waterproof
  carpet adhesive (may be solvent based) &  2.5 – 3mm notched trowel.  Follow adhesive  
  manufacturers adhesive spread rates. 

  Balcony - Join sheets using a Hot Melt glue gun applying adhesive to the rear of the seam  
  and pressing in hot adhesive with a narrow putty blade.  Make a paper template plan   
  of the area, trace onto the carpet with chalk, cut and shape as required, cut edges won’t 
  fray. Sub floor should have a gradient to enable water run off away from doorways and  
  house structure. Avoid seams in doorways and traffic ways. Hold the Balcony carpet in   
  place by fixing the borders with metal or timber trim bars (fixing is best done when the  
  carpet is fully relaxed and supple on a warm/hot day).  In placing border fixing, avoid   
  closing off the main path for water run-off from underneath the carpet.

TO FIX OR NOT TO FIX:
  Carpets installed outdoors are prone to greater variances in temperature.

  If the carpet is fixed around the perimeter with either outdoor double-sided tape,
  outdoor adhesive or trim bars, it is probable the unfixed main body of the carpet will   
  appear loose in hot conditions.

  If the carpet is to be installed in hot conditions and a firm smooth appearance is preferred,  
  it is recommended to fix the whole body of carpet with outdoor adhesive.

  Further, the carpet may contract inwards from the installed perimeter in cooler 
  temperatures if the perimeter is not fixed with an outdoor adhesive or trim bars.

  Perimeters fixed with outdoor double-sided tape should be left slightly oversize to allow  
  for contraction in cooler conditions.
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Marine Carpet

TOOLS MAY INCLUDE:
  Tape measure, metal straight edge, a sharp utility knife, masking tape

  Trowel, indoor adhesive, outdoor adhesive, outdoor double-sided tape, roller or 
  bubble-board 

  Aluminium trim bars and nails.

THE SUBFLOOR:
  Should be smooth, clean, dust, damp, oil and grease free and may consist of concrete,   
  timber sheet, fibre cement sheet, metal, fibreglass and stone surfaces.

  It is recommended to cover timber planks / slats with a fixed sheet product (ply, chipboard,
  fibre cement sheet) to provide a smooth surface. 

  When installing outdoors in exposed areas the subfloor should have a gradient to allow for  
  water run-off and drainage (outward / away from buildings and structures).

CONDITIONING:
  The installation area should be at a preferred temperature of  18 - 25°C  for a period of 24  
  hours prior to, during and after installation.

  The carpet and adhesive should be stored on the subfloor in the planned area for 24 hours  
  prior to installation so that the three components are at approximately the same 
  temperature:
    - Cold carpet will be stiff and retain folds
    - Cold adhesive will not perform correctly and 
    - Warm carpet laid onto a cold subfloor will contract until the temperatures  
      between them equalise.

  Large decreases in temperature prior to the adhesive having fully set (during the   
  installation and for 24 hours thereafter) can cause the adhered carpet seams to open.

THE WEATHER:
  Outdoor installations need to be carried out on a clear dry day as the adhesive will require  
  approx  24 hours of dry conditions to cure correctly.

ORIENTATION CHECKS: 
  All the sheets of carpet should run the same way, so mark the carpet with directional   
  arrows using white chalk before cutting the roll into required lengths.

  With flat sheet products, it is sometimes difficult to determine which is the carpet’s top  
  and bottom before installing - the back will generally have more visible longer spider-   
  webby fibres.  If you are still in doubt, evenly rub a small section of each face of the carpet  
  with the edge of a coin for approx  30  seconds -  the one that fuzzes up more is the back.
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Marine Carpet

LAYING OUT:
  The carpet should be rolled out in the area where it is to be installed and allowed to ‘relax’  
  for at least one hour before installation and cutting.  To check the planned layout position  
  the sheets, overlapping the seams and allow run-up on walls and other fixtures.  Use 

  masking tape tabs on the carpet surface and fixtures if desired so positioning is clear.

DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE FIXING - INDOORS:
  Roll back the carpet sheet(s) lengthways and lay double sided tape around the whole   
  perimeter and diagonally across the area from each corner to the other. 

  Remove the release paper on the tape from one end of the area and re-position the sheet  
  bringing the desired end firmly into contact with the tape so it is fixed.

  Proceed to remove the rest of the adhesive tapes release paper and then evenly roll out  
  the carpet sheet so that it is fixed in place by the adhesive tape.

  Proceed the same way with subsequent sheets until all is complete.

  Proceed to fix the seams as per the section below. 

ADHEDSIVE FIXING OF THE SHEET:
  Outdoors use “Waterproof Carpet Adhesive” (eg. Synthetic Grass Adhesive) and a 
  2.5 - 3mm notched trowel.

  Indoors use “Multi Purpose Carpet Adhesive” and a 2.5 - 3mm notched trowel.
 
  Mark the subfloor with a pencil line to show the centre position of each seam and a line 
  20 cm to each side of this. 

  Roll back the carpet sheet lengthways so it is at one end of the area.

  Spread adhesive in workable areas of approx 1 to 1.5 metres covering the subfloor for the  
  middle three quarters (3/4ths) of the sheet leaving  20cm in from the marked seam line for  
  later adhesion (i.e. spread adhesive up to the inner pencil lines).

  Gently roll the carpet into the adhesive and immediately smooth the surface with a roller  
  or bubble-board to expel any air bubbles and ensure full contact.

  Continue with this progressive procedure until the full length of the sheet is adhered.

  Position the next rolled-up sheet at the ‘starting’  end of the area so that its edge overlaps  
  the prior fixed sheet by approximately 5cm.

  Proceed to spread adhesive as before (inside the inner marked pencil lines) and fix the   
  middle 3/4ths of this sheet.
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Marine Carpet

FIXING THE SEAMS:
  Overlap the edges.   Lay a straight-edge along the centre of the overlap and using a sharp  
  utility knife Double Cut through both edges with the same stroke.  

  When the whole seam has been cut, remove the off-cut strips.

  Fold back the flap of each sheet.

  Carefully apply the adhesive to the subfloor in workable areas of say 1 - 1.5 metres.

  Carefully fold both sides of carpet down into the adhesive ensuring the edges come   
  together and no adhesive oozing occurs.  Immediately smooth the surface with a roller or  
  bubble-board to expel any air bubbles.  Continue with all seams.

FINAL CUTTING:
  Once the adhesive has set  (24 hours), it is possible to slowly and carefully trim back the  
  excess carpet around the perimeter and other fixtures.

  Proceed to do a section at a time.  First firmly push and crease the carpet into the corner  
  where the floor meets the wall / fixture with a blunt instrument like the end of a spoon  
  handle. 

  Then hold the utility knife blade close to parallel with the floor while trimming. This will  
  give you a little extra carpet that will need to be tucked down after all cutting has been  
  completed.   Apply trim bars to protect exposed edges from foot traffic. 

MAINTENANCE:
  Vacuum, shake, brush or hose with water to clean. 

  With spills gently scrape / blot up the surface excess.  Sponge spills / soiling with a mild  
  neutral detergent and then rinse.  Dab rather than rub the surface pile.

  Blot oil and grease with a solvent like White Spirit.   Rinse off thoroughly with fresh water  
  all solvents, petrol, chlorinated water, acids, alkalis and salt water.  If in doubt, test a 
  cleaning treatment on a sample piece of the carpet first.

  Extractive steam cleaning may be used to remove built up soiling or watermarking.

  Tears or burns in the carpet surface can be repaired by patching.

CAUTION:
  The carpet surface can become slippery if completely saturated with water or surface   
  puddling occurs.  
  Ensure the area has sufficient drainage gradients.
  Ensure carpet does not slip or slide under traffic - fix as necessary for safe use.
  Remember the old adage - “Measure twice - cut once”
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